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As the world is moving towards digital communities, both industry and academia are increasingly interested in on-line visibility. Chua Memristor Center is a research organization that designs and manufactures memristor circuits and systems extending or improving the functionalities of state-of-the-art electronic computing systems. On-line visibility gives such organizations new opportunities of combining expertise and resources from various fields of research which in turn can bring scientific advancement. Benefits of on-line visibility come along with new challenges and questions. How do we achieve it? How do we measure it? In this study we investigate the radical changes that social media bring in the way academic organizations pursue on-line visibility and we explain how web analytic tools can be used to measure and better understand on-line visibility of the Chua Memristor Center.
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Advancement in memristor research can result in innovative circuits exploiting the peculiar nonlinear behavior of memristors to target unconventional applications and improvements on reconfigurable, energy-efficient, and real-time computing architectures.
On-line visibility could raise awareness on the current trends of memristor research and attract more researchers from different disciplines such as physics, electrical engineering, chemistry and computer science to collaborate and contribute. 
Social media websites are having a significant impact on how on-line visibility is developed. While there is a large body of literature devoted to the ways in which the general public and industry use social media, there is little research regarding how social media is used by scholars as individuals and universities. Almost no research has been made to investigate how social media can be used to the advantage of research organizations similar to Chua Memristor Center. In this study we will explore how academia in general uses social media to benefit from it and we will try to find out which of these uses are applicable to the CMC case. By conducting a literature review we will try to answer important question regarding this subject, questions like what are the types of social media that are appropriate for academic usage, what are the right practices to achieve visibility, what the possible benefits for CMC deriving from social media engagement are.

Apart from social media a website is another important organ of CMC to disseminate its messages and develop on-line visibility. Web analytics or web metrics tools are essential to collect and analyze data to provide the related feedback on the website performance and on the understanding of the visitors’ behavior while using the website. To discover visitor behavior patterns, we will conduct later on this study a clickstream analysis using Google Analytics to collect and display data in conjunction with Google Tag Manager to track events on the website.  The biggest challenge in measuring success of CMC’s website is finding out the right metrics. “Metrics for e-commerce sites are commonly available and well understood. In contrast to transaction-based sites, the success of non-e-commerce websites is harder to quantify since there is no direct feedback of user intent. User feedback is only directly available on transactional web sites.” [40]




































This systematic literature review aims to discover and assess  all relevant studies and present the way they answer our research questions.
2.1	Research questions 
The research questions are we concluded in are:
What are the potential benefits from academic social media usage by CMC?
What social media types are available?
Why should research institutions care about web analytics?
What tools should they use?
What is the process of the web analysis?
 What are the appropriate metrics for non-transactional websites?

Next we translated our research questions down into individual concepts to create search terms. The search terms were:
“Social media” AND (Academia OR University OR Scholars)
“Web Analytics” AND (Academia OR University OR “non-transactional” OR “non e-commerce “)

The databases that were relevant to our topic area that were searched were Science Direct, ACM, Scopus, IEEExplore, Google Scholar. 
The parts of articles searched were title, abstract, and keywords.

Our preliminary exclusion criteria were relevance to e-commerce while  studies related to universities, libraries, research communities and scholars as individuals were included. 

The number of studies excluded at the screening stage (i.e. based on their Title and/or Abstract) was 4589 articles. The number of articles excluded after reading the Title and Abstract was 4568. After importing article from references, we concluded to 46 articles which we examined full text.


“Social media as new communication and collaboration channels has profoundly influenced on all structures of society: individuals, experts, public figures, scientists, institutions and companies “[14] and many studies bear the statement that the use social media is also popular among scholars. By conducting this literature review we intent of presenting of all the types of social media that can be used by CMC and its members and the ways it can benefit from these channels throughout all academic activities like writing, researching, interacting with peers and colleagues, presenting at conferences [1] 

According to [28] the benefits of the use of social media from academia fall into four categories:
• social benefits: this type of benefits describes the continence that social media provide for   networking and making new contacts that aim at new research collaborations;
• collaboration: this media can also be used as platforms of collaboration where researchers can make questions and ask for advice;
• information dissemination: Scholars can take advantage of the reach that can be possible with social media to promote the research they are currently working on as well as their published work, and to attract mass media attention too;




Scholars on social media form complex networks and studies like [2] were conducted to explore how such networks are structured on social media, as well as to uncover patterns in their structure by surveying participants their motivation about their use of sites and motivations for making connections.

2.3	Collaboration and communication
“The primary purpose of scholarly communication is to distribute the results of research and to inform other researchers about what has been studied in order to advance science as a whole.” [14] According to [28] collaboration can take the form of information sharing, expressing public opinion on research findings, brainstorming, deliberating, participating  in on-line communities of practice, networking, recommendation for new contacts, requesting and offering assistance, article reviewing  and promoting participation in off-line activities or other on-line media [24].Social media can not only bring researchers closer to their peers but enable communication to powerful influencers that is impossible to get in touch with in the off-line world [14]. In a qualitative study [2] researchers interviewed responded that “Academic social networking sites are a useful way to support working in collaboration with other researchers”, they also could see posing and answering questions as a potential benefit of social media although they have not actively used them themselves. In the same study researchers declared that they use social media to broaden their collaboration chances and that they follow people they would like to work with in the future.

2.4	Facilitating research
In [28] it is emphasized that faculty members, use social media to get inspired and discover new research ideas.

2.5	Facilitating dissemination 
“Concurrently, the demand by research funders for indicators of scientific and technological activity has never been so high, especially with regard to demonstrating the value of research to a broader audience” (Higher Education Funding Council for England, 2011; Nicholas et al., 2015; Piwowar, 2013b; Viney, 2013; Wilsdon et al., 2015). 
Researchers in [23] and [28] support that the most powerful attribute of social media is the speed and reach of information dissemination. Scholars around the word take advantage of this trait to connect with not only with people within academia but also with their local community, but also to disseminate their research work to a wider audience and the general public by attracting attention of the mass media.
Apart from scholars, publishers and professional associations take advantage of the wide reach of social media  to connect with a potentially bigger audience and to distribute information [12].

2.6	Promoting publications
The number of publications, as well as, the number of citations has always been the most highly valued metrics of academic performance and overall impact. Researchers in studies like [16] and [18] confirm that high values of social media metrics like the number of followers and the number of likes is associated with high values of traditional metrics of impact. Others support that likes and followers can be a means of promoting one’s academic career by converting them into publications and citations. The literature reviewed converges that active participation in social media can facilitate a researcher’s publishing endeavors. An explanation for this observation is that usage of social media increases visibility of one’s research work and that in turn increases citations.

Scholars recognize the impact that social media can have on their academic impact metrics, in [2] they strongly agreed with the statement that “Academic social networking sites are a good way of promoting my own academic publication”
Institutions also recognize the importance of social media for their endeavors for branding, and promotion of publications of research centers and their members’. Many research centers and institutions have created dedicated departments for social media management [26,27].





Social media has started playing role in raising funds. Governments and other funding organizations apart from traditional proof of performance have started paying attention to social impact of academic work on on-line platforms. This has made scholars to incorporate social media in their academic life making it more demanding and adding more complexity in their self-presentation. Scholars try to make their work distinguish online and become powerful influencers in their domain to have more potential to drive funds for research and education. [16]


2.8	Categories of social media used by academia
There is a plethora of social media available online, some were created to serve the general public (Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn) while others are purposed to be used by scholars. 
Classifications of social media differ but a previous literature review [4] grouped social media used in academia according to their main functionalities into the following categories: 
	social bookmarking and reference management (CiteULike)
	social media and data sharing (e.g. Slideshare)
	social networking platforms (e.g., ResearchGate, Academia.edu) 
	social recommending, rating, and reviewing services.





The table below shows types of social media grouped by the frequency of their use by scholars as the occur from the study [28]


2.9	Social recommending, rating, and reviewing.

Social media introduced new ways of reviewing research. On social media evaluation of research can be conducted in a much faster way and by a large number of reviewers that can make evaluation become a crowdsourced and much more fair activity. Social media platforms have introduced new practices in traditional academic activities. For instance, while writing a research essay an author can post his unfinished work online and ask other scholars comment and contribute. [1]

According to [10], on these platforms, “the boundary between recommending and reviewing becomes blurred. Peer review is a central part of the scholarly communication system, as it functions as a quality control and gatekeeping mechanism. Although such gatekeeping has traditionally been closed, it has, in recent years, become more transparent and visible online: open reviews can be signed, disclosed, editor-mediated, transparent, or crowdsourced and happen prior to, after, or synchronous with publication.”

2.10	Social bookmarking and reference management
Social bookmarking and reference management, similar to Delicious, are used by scholars to help them gather articles, books, authors and journals in a single place, organize them , make annotations, recommendations and share them with other users. Websites such as CiteULike and Diigo are social because users can search and see the collections of resources that others have created, comment on them,  and share their own. [1] Other types of social interaction that take place on such platforms is following, group creation, rating and tagging. 
Apart from scientifically-oriented social networking sites, scholars  also use social media that is mainly used by the general public, to discuss and rate scientific content. Reddit is an example of a general content rating platform where academic material was rarely  mentioned. However, new subreddits have been initiated such as science subreddit and Ask Me Anything sessions that are dedicated to discussion and rating of scientific material. [34]
CMC can use sites like CiteULike to create bibliographies about memristors so that other researchers interested in this particular topic can “copy” entries from these lists to theirs. This is a way to provide value to others and can help increase visibility in a targeted audience.[1] CMC can also use tags and author clouds. This can help others  by analyzing author clouds on the pages of CMC, to  quickly identify which keywords and authors may be most important to review. The “tags” used to categorize citations, such as the “memristor” tag, are also copied into a users bibliography. Clicking on these tags displays a clickable link to all other recent papers classified by the tag “memristor” in the CiteULike community [1]

Through such dynamic referencing, users of CiteULike can learn about new information on memristor research, assess the importance different sources, and build relationships and communities with others who cite material relevant to memristors.[1]
Finally, CMC members should be motivated to post a comment or even contact others who share interest in memristor research and so begin a conversation. In these ways CiteULike puts principles of openness, collaboration, and sharing to work in the research process. [1]

2.11	Mendeley
Mendeley is another social network purposed for academic usage that helps organization and management of bibliography. Mendeley follows a social media philosophy and allows its users to promote their research to other connected researchers or groups and search for publications and trends and discuss topics of their interest. It allows the creation and organization of a personal Library where publications can be organized in folders and can be easily updated with extra information directly from the PDF file of publications if access is available in the full text. Furthermore, indexes of authors, titles, and keywords are automatically updated by importing references to personal the personal Library. Mendeley has been proven to have the highest document coverage among similar services.
Mendeley also offers the functionality to create or search for groups of special interest (Mendeley Groups) where researchers can share bibliography with other researchers, to connect with them and get informed about the prevailing trends in their field of interest, to cooperate, exchange comments and notes on their work and to participate in discussions groups.

Research suggests that Mendeley groups could facilitate interdisciplinary research [7] but in this study [3] it was found that only a small amount of Mendeley users use groups to collaborate. [3]

2.12	Blog 
Blogs when they first introduced, they gave the ability to bypass the traditional publishing barriers. Blogs were used by academia as well, authors are specialized scientists who wish to share their findings and  knowledge. [14]

In some studies [29], it is emphasized that, scientific blogging is an activity that helps not only to keep in touch with research peers but also create new contacts and build relationships with researchers in the same scientific area. On the other hand, in other studies it is stated that scientists who blog write in order to disseminate their knowledge to the general public rather than to other scholars and they conceive blogging as “science popularization”. This phenomena was explored by in Mahrt and Puschmann (2014), “who defined science blogging as the use of blogs for science communication” [9]
 
2.13	Microblogging
Microblogging is similar to blogging but their difference is that in microblogging there is a character limitation for each post. The most famous microblogging platform is Twitter. Twitter introduced post updates of a limited number of characters, 140 characters, that are distributed to followers. Followers are the profiles that want to receive updates from the user of a profile without this profile having to receive updates from them. On the other hand, following are the profiles that the users want to receive updates from [14]. This asymmetric way of connecting allows users to get to know each other without having to commit in receiving updates. Thanks to its nature Twitter can bring closer diverse profiles which creates opportunities for new contacts to emerge across different disciplines and research institutions [31]. CMC can take advantage of this characteristic and start following profiles from different disciplines such as physics, electrical engineering, chemistry etc to create relations to other research institutions and individuals. Apart from just following such profiles CMC can mention (@name) other profiles of the targeted disciplines, who might be more eager to retweet news, in which they are mentioned [19]. Mentions can also be used by CMC to build relations with media representatives that might help in increasing its visibility on line and off line. Another affordance of Twitter CMC can exploit is hashtags. CMC can harness the power of the  #memristor hashtag on Twitter by adding it to its posts.  It should also consider creating a specific hashtag like #chuamemristorcenter that could help create a community. [16]

Despite the popularity of Twitter participants interviewed in study [28] responded that they do not think that twitter is useful because they find it difficult to express their ideas and thoughts in less than 140 characters. Nevertheless, according to [30] Twitter has been very popular among academics during conferences. This gives CMC an additional benefit 
to use Twitter to increase its visibility with tweets posted live from events it organizes or participates. Firstly, a #hashtag must be created for each event. To create a short hashtag CMC can use the acronym of the event’s title or a shortcut. One member has to be assigned to post updates during the event. This enables researchers who are not present to “attend” the event via Twitter. The event #hashtag must always be included in the tweet. Followers of the #hashtag can participate in the conversations about the event. Twitting about happenings of a conference or event help disseminate its content to a broader virtual audience and help endorse the awareness of the organizing institution. 
Scholarly discussions on Twitter are not limited to conferences, scholars can discuss scientific publications. Twitter can also be used to comment and review scientific work faster and in a larger scale than in traditional publishing. CMC can engage in such activities to help increase the center’s online visibility.
Twitter can also be used to announce just-published articles of CMC members in an academic journal and tweetable abstracts can be used to promote papers [11]

2.14	Video
Video provides one more way of social interaction and scholarly communication. YouTube is the most popular platform for video sharing. CMC hosting a channel on YouTube could offer several advantages. It provides data storage for videos. When it comes to the content of videos, lectures and tutorial could become popular with people who are interested in the memristor domain. 
Moreover, YouTube is used as a search engine and more and more video are cited in published research. Scholars increasingly cite YouTube videos in published research, although citation rates remain very low (Kousha et al., 2012). TED Talks— videos from TED conferences found online—are more focused on science and technology and have been shown to be one of the most successful contemporary scholarly communication [8]
2.15	Challenges 
One of the challenges that are reported in the literature and that CMC might face in executing its social media strategy is that some of its members might be unfamiliar with this practices or they might perceive social media as being risky for being picked up the press or being a waste of time.

2.16	Web analytics used in academic websites
For this literature review we searched for bibliography on web analytics usage on academic websites. Although there was no previews work related to research centers similar to CMC there were a few studies on similar cases of websites such as websites of Educational Web Content, academic libraries, Research-Oriented Online Communities, electronic theses and dissertations (ETDs) websites, Information Driven Web Sites and Non-Transactional Websites that could give us some answers to our research questions.

2.17	Why should research institutions care about web analytics?
According to the Web Analytics Association, “Web Analytics (WA) is the measurement, collection, analysis and reporting of Internet data for the purposes of understanding and optimizing web usage” [37]. As it is explained in [38] web analytics help an organization to track its performance in terms of goal completion and usability, web analytics also help to collect information about the users of the web site such as demographics as well as information about their behavior on the wesite.[38]. Authors of [44] also suggest the usage of web analytics tools because they provide an enhanced view of online interactions that are very useful for the assessment of the websites.

2.18	What tools should they use?
A web analytics tools can provide a better understanding of the user behavior of its visitors who are using the website [43]. It can give a more comprehensive and in-depth record of how the website is used.
Authors of [44] in their study “Introducing Google Analytics for Libraries” suggest the usage of Google Analytics to monitor the website’s statistics and performance, because it is free and the most popular tool. 
Also authors of [45] in their study was found that the majority among administrators of libraries are using Google Analytics to monitor their site statistics, while the remaining respondents are using Open Web Analytics, Similar Web and other tools.


Image 1Use of analytics tools among library administrations
Authors of [46] used of Google Analytics to analyze usage data for a collection of electronic theses and dissertations (ETDs).
In [32] authors argue that Google Analytics is inappropriate for websites with educational content because by default it ends a session after 30 minutes of no interaction with the website. Google Analytics ends sessions to prevent data of  inactive sessions distort the websites statistics. Nevertheless, in websites with learning material this is no applicable because the learning process takes time, a user that is consuming educational content (watching a video of a lecture or reading an article) will be considered as inactive and his session will not be tracked as a single one for longer than 30  minutes.
In [42] it is emphasized that web analytics tools especially free and widely used ones that have been established for use on transactional websites should provide more options tailored to non-transactional websites, such as a wider range of goals. 

2.19	What is the process of the analysis? 
A successful website evaluation with the use of Web Analytics work requires a well-designed process. According to [39] some important components of this process are:
	“Set realistic objectives for the website.
	Set actionable and measurable KPIs.
	Implement measurement and reporting mechanisms.
	Continually improve the site through action.”
In the same study the entire process is described as a 5-step process including steps such as defining goals, deciding upon the appropriate metrics to measure, collecting and studying the data etc. The Web Analytics process includes the steps in the Figure





2.20	What metrics are appropriate?
Measuring success requires deciding upon appropriate metrics and KPIs that indicate whether a website is achieving its objectives or not so that stakeholders can take action. Appropriate metrics should fit some requirements, according to [5] these are:
Being Simple: They should be understandable by people with different backgrounds and help them make decisions as easily as possible by analyzing the metrics.
Relevant: it should represent the results the stakeholders had in mind.
Timely: it should be available when divisions need to be taken. In a rapidly changing environment excellent metrics can be proven worthless if they are not available on time.
Useful: It should give insights and indicate what actions need to be taken.

In transactional websites measuring success and finding appropriate metrics is not much of a challenge. Over the years many metrics have been established to measure success for this type of high interest websites. In transactional websites it is very easy to distinguish whether a user completed successfully the task for which he visited the e-commerce website. In the case of e-commerce websites users give clear feedback of their intent, when we succeed in providing what the user was looking for he is eager to give his billing information, through this mechanism we are sure both for the user’s initial intent and for our the websites ability to fulfill the user’s need. In the contrary on non-transactional web sites such as information driven web-sites the user remains anonymous and it is very difficult to determine whether he was interested in the webpages he visited, whether he found the content he came for and whether he left the website satisfied or not. 
 According to [41] the primary intent of research-oriented visitors is information seeking. Other objectives of such users are to identify, update and share information related to their area of research. Thus, KPIs and metrics should be relevant to these activities. 
The objective of non-e-commerce websites is to provide information to its users. In the case of this type of websites the objective is not the completion of client transactions but rather the user’s finding the desired piece of information. Duration on content pages is an indicator that the objective has been achieved.








In this chapter we will create some important web analytics reports for SEO, site search and deal with some challenges regarding data on the web.
3.1	Primitive Indicators
The first report is about our key metrics. Because of their fundamental nature they represent a great starting point of our analysis.  The following picture is a snapshot of the key metrics as they appear from 30/7/18 to 17/11/18 on our web analytics tool, Google Analytics. 
 

Image 3Primitive Indicators of CMC website

Users: Number of people that have initiated at least one session during the date range.
New users: is the number of first-time users during the selected date range. 
Here those two numbers are identical because the date range starts with the date that we started collecting data.
Number of sessions per User is Average number of sessions per user
Sessions: they represent the number of visits on the website, this is the number of times someone interacted with the website.
Bounce Rate: Is the percentage of single page sessions in which there was no interaction with the page.
Page views is the number of pages that were requested in these sessions.
Pages/session represents the average number of pages that were requested in each visit.
Average Session Duration is the average time users spent on the website.
Now let’s analyze the numbers we see in the figure. First, we will check on how the metrics trend over time. As we can see Users and Sessions fluctuate without seeing an upward trend as they should if there was an successful digital marketing strategy taking place.
We also observe that there was an event on Augusts’ the 31th that doubled the visitors causing a peak and we will suggest the stakeholders to investigate this.

Image 4 Users metric trends

Pages/Session and Average Session Duration. From this numbers we get a clue that the website is not very “sticky” and people don’t visit many pages (2.29 avg pages/session) nor they spent a lot of time on the website (Averagesession duration is 2 minutes) Apart from that there is no upward trend for these metrics which means that this problem has not been taken care of.
 

Image 5 Pages/Session and Average Session Duration

The Bounce Rate at 59.69 percent is a concern.  This means that more than half of the users visit the website and then they immediately leave without interacting or visiting other pages. This can be explained with two scenarios. They whether find very easily what the are looking for and leave or they find the website irrelevant or unpleasant and leave.
Growth of every organization relies on growing the brand by attracting new prospects. Although 84.9 percent of New Visits might look positive, we notice that the spark line is not trending up. 

Image 6 New users

Image 7 Percentage of returning visitors is an indicator of web-site “stickiness” 
3.2	Visitor Acquisition Report
It is critical when trying to increase visibility, to understand where Users come from. The figure below illustrates an acquisition report from Google Analytics.





Organic Search 27% represents users who visited the website after searching on Google, Yahoo!, Bing, Ask and other search engines and clicking on organic results. This number does not include paid (PPC/SEM) traffic. This metric is very important because the majority of the online population uses search engines to find information. According to the Wolfgang E-commerce Benchmarks 2016 report, more than two thirds of e-commerce website traffic comes from Google, with 43% coming from Google Organic. So a 77% can be considered a healthy number.
Direct Traffic 16.2% represents all those people who Visited CMC’s website after typing in its URL or using a bookmark. This metric indicates how many people already know CMC’s URL or have bookmarked it. 16.2% can  be considered a healthy number (according to Wolfgang E-commerce Benchmarks 2016 report (​https:​/​​/​www.wolfgangdigital.com​/​blog​/​ecommerce-kpi-benchmarks-2016​/​​) direct is delivering 17% of traffic). So this number indicates a good retention of users.

Referral traffic represents other websites that link to CMC’s website, including blogs, universities’ sites, forums etc. Using analytics, we can identify sources that are sending traffic to the website. These sources are depicted, and we can visit them and see why they send traffic. The most considerable source is Chaos and Complex Systems Symposium website, and especially a subpage about Prof. Ronald Tetzlaff.
On a later chapter of the study we will make suggestions on how CMC can spread its message and how to create value enough to get people to link to CMC’s website.


Image 9 Referral traffic


Finally, Social 1% represents users coming from social media, Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn etc. Such a low percentage indicates that there is no Social Media Marketing Strategy.

Also, it is worth noting that there is no Paid traffic Sources which means that CMC does not pay any service such as Google Adwords, Social media ads, Display Ads to  drive leads to its website.

3.3	Recommending the first amendments

The first recommendations come up when looking the bounce rate of the websites Top entry pages. It’s very important to have a low bounce rate for the pages that have the most visitors. If a page with many visitors has a high bounce rate without this being its intention, for example it being a thank you page where a transaction’s been completed, we really need to pay closer attention to this page and find out why visitors exit after visiting it. 


Image 10 Top pages bounce rate

As we can see in the figure above the top pages with the highest bounce rates are team and vision pages. High bounce rate could indicate bad design, low quality content or in some cases it might mean that the users found everything they were looking for and left the page without visiting other pages. This the best-case scenario and to determine if the users left after finding what they were looking for we can check the duration metrics in Google analytics. Metrics such as Avg. Time on page can help us understand if users found the page useful. In the vision page the avg Time on page is a few minutes fact that indicates that users found what they were looking for and decided to spend time on the page before leaving. For this page, bounce rate isn’t something to worry about. On the other hand, team page has a lower Avg Time on page and for this reason we would suggest heuristic evaluation to identify design-specific problems. We would also suggest that CMC should check for poor content. This page contains just names and photos of the CMC’s members with internal links to their personal pages.
We can gain even more insights if we examine the organic search report and especially the keywords users typed to find our website along with their bounce rates. Keywords can help us understand the intent of the users and tell us why they are visiting us. Keywords with high Bounce Rate is where the website is not meeting this intent.
The figure below shows the keywords provided by Google Analytics with their corresponding bounce rates.
As you can tell most of the keywords are not provided by Google. This is part of Google’s efforts to protect the privacy of signed in users that reached on the website from personalized search results [1].





In this chapter we will demonstrate how we plan to measure success. We will try to answer the questions like what is the outcome from the website, how does it contribute to the organizations mission? Does it create any value? We will try to consider what the appropriate measures of success are. 
Web analytics is all about metrics and reports but before deciding which metrics to use and what the appropriate reports will be, we need to answer a critical question “Why does the organization exist”?  Answering this question will help start understanding what the organizations objectives are and identify what are the metrics that matter the most to us.
To answer this question, we turn to the vision of CMC. According to CMC’s Mission statement:
“The Center’s mission is to bundle research on (i) theory and modelling of RRAMs (memristors) with (ii) simulation studies and conceptual design of analogue and digital computing architectures and (iii) the setup of experimental demonstrators. The Center’s long-term goal is the design and manufacturing of memristor circuits and systems extending or improving the functionalities of state-of-the-art electronic computing systems. This requires a strong interaction between the three main topics theory, architecture and experiments, which are coupled in a continuous and causal loop.
The Center is an interdisciplinary consortium combining expertise and resources from various fields of research, including computer science, electrical engineering, physics, and chemistry. The aim of the consortium is to promote an intensive cooperation between theoretically-inclined researchers and experimentalists. In fact, we believe that the scarce communication between these two communities impair advancement in memristor research. The activities shall involve distinguished international researchers.
The visibility of the Center shall be highlighted through various events, including regular academic seminars, national scientific workshops, yearly press conferences, annual internal meetings, and publications in peer-reviewed journals and proceedings of international conferences.
The CMC represents the ideal environment for the establishment of cooperation with industry and academics.”
In the mission statement it is highlighted that the center’s main objective is to increase visibility of memristor research and promote cooperation among researchers. So, the goal of this study will be to find all metrics that will help us measure visibility, participation and cooperation. 
Other possible questions that will help us identify the most important factors for the organization are:
What is the website solving for? What is it supposed to solve for?
If there was one metric that could distinct success from failure what would it be?
What is a priority for the organization?
What is the biggest threat of the CMC? How will we measure how it affects it?
These questions were discussed with members of the organization during the 8th MemoCIS Workshop and MC Meeting. At the end of the questioning process we had some answers to these questions. 
Regarding the first question, the website has three main goals:
1.	To promote events, conferences, workshops and meetings and drive traffic to lead pages and registration pages.
1.	Το promote the scientific work of CMC members, such publications at Journals, Conferences, Books and drive traffic to Digital Libraries where users can download the documents.
1.	To publish content that increases awareness about memristors.

Regarding the center’s success, it can be explicated by the success of research projects such as the number of joint publications, participation of academic seminars and scientific workshops. 
As for the organization’s priorities, according to its statement these are:
1.	“Establishing a comprehensive theoretical foundation on memristors  
1.	Manufacturing innovative circuits 
1.	Extending or improving the functionalities of computing architectures 
1.	Developing software for the simulation of memristor circuits and systems”

Finally investigating what the biggest threat of CMC would be after some interviewing with members of the center we concluded that the biggest one is members stop receiving value from participating and stop participating and contributing to the projects.

Answering these questions is valuable because it helps all stakeholders assent to what is important and makes the entire organization have a sense of direction and focus. The next step is to convert the answers of these existential questions into useful metrics.

Measuring Success of an e-commerce website is pretty straight forward, we mostly measure conversions, conversion rates, and revenue.  These metrics by no means can measure the value delivered by a non-e-commerce website. Examples of websites that are primarily non-e-commerce in nature are news websites, blogs, or academic content website. CMC’s website falls into the category of non-e-commerce websites because it has absolutely no e-commerce of any kind. People come to CMC’s website to find information and consume content. So, in such a website how do we measure success? We need metrics that will help us examine the behavior of our visitors that indicates that the website meets their needs. Such metrics are Visitor Loyalty, Visitor Recency, Length of Visit and Depth of Visit. 

3.5	Visitor Loyalty
Visitor Loyalty tells us the frequency in which Visitors come to our website within the date range we are examining. Take a look at the graph in the Figure below the numbers you see in the first column is the order in which the sessions associated with one visitor occur. For example, the 1st Session Instance are sessions that occur with no prior session recorded; 2nd Session Instance are the sessions that occur with 1 prior session recorded; etc. In the second column you see the number of sessions.

Image 12 Visitor Loyalty
By looking the distribution of Sessions over the respective count of Sessions we can have some insights of the user behavior. The figure shows that 659 visitors came to the site only once and never again and that the maximum number of repeated visits was 14. From this graph we can conclude that the website has a very small percentage of loyal audience. The above graph depicts all time data. It is reasonable to choose a sensible time range within which we would expect visitors to come back to our website. CMC does not update the content very often, at a maximum of twice per month, so a two-month period is a reasonable one within which we expect visitors to return. Finally, to check our performance over time we can compare the number of sessions for each period. In the figure below, you can see visitor loyalty two months before and two months after our participation at MemoCIS Workshop where we made some recommendations to the stakeholders. Changes haven’t been made yet and this is reflected to the number of repeated sessions as you can see in the following figure


Image 13 Sessions before and after our recommendations 
3.6	Visitor Recency
The next metric that we will use is Visitor Recency. Visitor Recency tells us how long is has been since the last session of a returning visitor. 
In Google Analytics, for new users, the recency is recorded as 0. This distorts our data because for the value 0 we need to count returning visitors who come back in the same day. For this reason, we created an audience segment that excludes new visitors that measures recency only for returning ones. In the figure below, we can see the recency of CMC’s website.

Image 14 Visitor Recency
As we can see the longest bar is the first row, which means that the majority of returning visitors come back in the same day. This is quite strange if we take into consideration the frequency in which CMC updates its content. This number could be interpreted if the users expect some announcement or news and come back to check if it was published. Recency as a metric can indicate the relationship visitors have with the website. CMC relies on frequent visits to the website to increase visibility, participation and cooperation so recency is a metric that works when measuring success.
By monitoring this metric CMC can take decisions about their publishing strategy, decisions about how frequently they add new content and what kind of content.  CMC can also set goals for how short the period between visits should be and take action to improve the design, the content of the website and give initiative to users visit more frequently in order to meet these goals.
3.7	Length of Visit
Length of visit is the time a visitor spent on a website measured in seconds. Length of visit can be used to measure the satisfaction of a visitor and the perceived value offered to a visitor. Long visits on the CMC website mean that visitors find the content of the web site interesting or helpful. Average Time on Site is a very common web analytics metric but because few very long visits can increase the value of the metric very much and lead us to false conclusions of the length of visits of our users, we prefer to look at the distribution, as shown in the Figure below.

Image 15 Length of visit
 
We can gain many insights from this graph. Although the Avg. Session Duration is 2 minutes and 4 seconds the vast majority of the traffic stayed for no more than 10 seconds. There is a small group that stayed for one to 10 minutes. But it is clear that the website does not engage visitors. In order to find out what visitors find more useful we need to segment visitors who stayed longer and find out what site content they visited create more content like this. We can also check he source of long visits so that we can focus more on promoting in these channels. In the figure below, we can see that the majority of the segment of users that spent more than two minutes visited the home page, the team and vision subpages. This graph gives us the information that these are the most interesting content that the users stayed to consume.  
Image 16 Pages visited by long visitors
Similarly, in the next graph we can see that the majority of long visits came from organic search on Google. This means that Google sends to the website quality traffic and that CMC should emphasize more on its SEO efforts.

Image 17 Sources of long visits

3.8	Depth of Visit
Depth of visit measures distribution of the number of pages in each Session. This metric helps us understand the page view patterns of our visitors. Although this metric is very similar to length of visit it can give us better understanding of how fast, users visit the pages of the website if we combine it with the examination of the length of visit. 
In the figure below, we can see that most of the users visited only one page, this is not the ideal behavior we wanted them to have. Ideally, we want to have a website with engaging content that makes visitors want to visit more pages. The small number of pages visited can explain the short length of visit we discussed above.

Image 18 Depth of visit
Visitor Loyalty, Recency, and Depth of Visit help us understand how many people visit frequently our website, how much time it goes by before they visit again, how long they stay and how many pages they view. With all these metrics we can assess if we have longer-term relationships with the visitors of the website.  Long-term relationships are the kind of relationships CMC needs to build to increase its visibility.

3.9	Sources / Outcomes Report
In every web analytics tool, there is a plethora of reports. Different reports are suitable for different types of businesses and business models. But one of the reports that can work for every type is the Outcomes by all Traffic Sources report. The figure below shows how Outcomes by all Traffic Sources report looks in the case of CMC’s website.

Image 19 Outcomes by all Traffic Sources report
This report is very important because it represents two metrics that every business need to know traffic and outcomes.
With this report we can evaluate if our efforts to attract different types of traffic help us achieve our goals. For example, if we are spending resources on Search Engine Optimization we are interested to know if our efforts pay off and whether they help us achieve our goals.
Notice the first row which represents the organic traffic from google, this is the only kind of traffic that contributed to our goals. This is a very useful knowledge that would validate the decision to focus more on SEO efforts.
By visiting all referring websites, we can try to infer what the intent of these visitors was. In row 3, for instance, there is traffic coming from Prof. Ronald Tetzlaff bio published on Chaos and Complex Systems Symposium web site. By investigating referring resources of traffic, we can explain why these visitors did not complete any goals. In these case visitors were only interested in learning more about Prof. Tetzlaff and not in consuming any other content or taking any other action in the website.
We highly suggest to CMC members to use this report to understand the sources that are sending traffic and if the audience they attract is the right one for achieving their goals.
Of course, CMC has multiple goals to consider. In the figure we see how traffic sources perform for all goals, but we can check individually for each goal. Up to the moment of this thesis’s writing, organic traffic from google has contributed in achieving the “Video View” and “Interest in conferences” and “Contact” goals. Because this might change over time CMC decision makers should monitor what sources of traffic help them achieve different types of goals.

3.10	Segmenting 
Segmenting is a very important task in every analytics configuration. A segment is a subset of data. Segments will help us isolate types of users and analyze sets of users to find out trends and useful insights. Here we propose some useful segments for CMC case.
Converters by Count of Visit
This segmentation groups visitors by the number of visits they had before completing a goal. For this segmentation we created three segments one for people that convert after one visit, another after 2-4 visits and one for 5+ visits. By using these segments, we can investigate what content these different segments consume and try to find out how this affects the completion of goals. For instance, this segmentation helped us find out that users who visit the team subpage convert faster. This information can help us take action to make users convert faster by driving traffic to the team page, see the figure below.

Image 20 Converters’ visited page example

The CMC brand Interest Segment
Some pages on the website are created to convey CMC’s key messages, such as the “vision” page and the page about the team. It is useful to create segments to measure different levels of touch with the CMC brand such as users that did not visit any brand page, people who visited a brand page. By using these segments, we can compare users who visited branded pages to those who didn’t and examine how this content affects conversion and session duration. In the figures below, you can see the conditions for the segment that had brand interest and the segment that didn’t.

Image 21 Conditions for brand interest

Image 22 Conditions for no brand interest

Image 23 Key performance indicators for brand interest segments and no brand interest segments

Image 24 Goal Completions for brand interest segments and no brand interest segments

From the graphs above we can infer that CMC’s branded content does not make users to visit more pages, spend more time on Page nor complete more goals. This is an indicator that these pages need to be redesigned. 
Geographic Brand Ripples
This series of segments demonstrates CMC’s ripple effect throughout a region by comparing traffic from Dresden, its base of operations,  Germany the home country, Europe and the whole of the users.
In the graph below, we can see how visibility, in terms of page views, escalates from Dresden to the world.

Image 25 Geographic ripples of visibility


3.11	Internal Site Search Analysis
An important part of every clickstream analysis is internal search analysis. Internal Search Analysis is the examination of the keywords that people type into the search engine on a website and their following behavior. CMC does not have any internal search engine. We would suggest adding such a functionality because it not only helps visitors find what they are interested in but also gives very useful information for clickstream analysis. Internal Search is one of the ways to understand the visitor’s intent. Keywords typed on the internal search engine reveal what pages people wanted to see, having this information we can better understand the causes for success or failure of the site.

3.12	Search Engine Optimization (SEO) Analysis

Search engines are a key source of any company’s web traffic. For good reason,
users of the Internet use search to find everything they are looking for. So, it is imperative that we analyze the search engine performance in order to take action to improve the quantity and quality of organic traffic from search engines.

In this section we will cover analysis that will measure four facets of CMC’s SEO
strategy: current performance (traffic), content coverage (indexing by search engines),
keyword performance (search engine results), and Outcomes. For this purpose, we will use various tools like Google Analytics, Google Search Console and SEOptimer.

Performance: Traffic from Organic Search

Google analytics tool provides quick access to understanding organic search traffic trends of our web site, as shown in the Figure below


Image 26 Organic search traffic trends

At a glance, we can see key statistics as well as understand the performance of
the organic search traffic by looking at metrics such as Bounce Rate 57.35% is not optimal
You can also assess the Goal Conversion Rate of organic traffic. They are converting at higher Rate than the average of all individual goal conversion rates.

Content Coverage: Indexing by Search Engines
A goal of our SEO strategy is to get the website indexed properly by the search engine. If this happens, then we increase the chances that your site will actually show up on the search engine results when people type relevant keywords.

To measure the impact of your SEO efforts in terms of content coverage we will use Google Search Console to measure the amount of content being indexed over time and the number of pages on the site that get traffic from search engines.

The Coverage report shows us the number of pages Google has in its index for our site. As we can see 73 pages are indexed by Google and they reached this number with a very slow race. This means that new content is not published regularly, and no major SEO efforts are taking place.
Image 27 Coverage

The Link Popularity Check report shows the total number of links that a search engine has found for the site. Such Links link other web pages to our website by acquiring hyperlinks from our website and apply them to their sites. Links help users navigate between different pages on the Internet. Links are very important for increasing visibility in search engines for two main reasons. Firstly, search engines use links to discover webpages, and secondly use links to decide how well a page should rank in their results, to do this they look at the number of links pointing to that page from external websites and the quality of those websites. 

As we can see in the links report from Google Search Console there are only 26 links linking back to CMC’s website. Although this is a small number of backlinks the top linking sites are reputable ones, among which are k-quadrat.biz, tu-Dresden’s and Aristotle University of Thessaloniki web sites, see figure below:
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3.13	Keyword Performance: Search Engine Results

In this part of our analysis we will try to understand if our website is ranking for the desired set of keywords. To find out we will use for one more time Google Search Console. Top user queries are depicted on the table below. On the right are Impressions, or user queries for which CMC’s website appeared in search results. On the left, Traffic shows queries where users actually clicked on CMC’s
website’s link on the search results page and came to the website. Although Traffic data will be captured in Google analytics, but Google Analytics is completely blind to the Impression data because it exists only in the search engine. That is what makes the Impression data particularly valuable.

Image 30 Top user queries

As we can see from the table below our website ranks for relevant queries that are mainly about members of the center. These are not our ideal keywords. Our ideal keywords result from our objectives that we have determined in a previews stage of this study. Our target keywords are about workshops, conferences, publications and research. In the next chapter we will conduct a keyword research that will help us optimize our website content to ensure that the website is showing up for
all the right keywords.

In the table below, there is something that we should take care of. For a very important keyword the keyword “memristor” for which we have a lot of impressions (1887) result in minor traffic to our website. In this case, we should go back and look at the page that shows up—whether the page has the right snippet, whether the title of the page is right, and so on. Such changes will help





Direct Traffic represents visitors who come to a website by typing in the website’s URL or who
come through a bookmark. This is a valuable source of traffic because these visitors are those who know us already and we do not have to pay to get them to visit us. It is a free source of traffic.
Direct traffic analysis is a key part of an analytics strategy, because understanding
free traffic and identifying strategies to nurture and grow this segment of
Visitors will make loyal visitors satisfied and help an organization to save on acquisition costs.
In the next sections we will share the kind of analysis we will do for this traffic stream.

Reviewing Current Performance
Firstly, we need to find out how well we are doing in terms of the performance of Direct Traffic and whether there are opportunities to grow. In this phase we want to know what percentage direct traffic of the total traffic is. From our analytics tool we can see that direct traffic forms a 17% of the website traffic. This is not too bad, but it could be better. According to the Wolfgang E-commerce Benchmarks 2016 report Direct is the third most popular traffic source, delivering 17% of traffic. Next, we will examine performance and look at basic metrics such as Time on Site, Bounce Rate, Pages/Visit.


Image 31 Direct Traffic metrics

In the table above, we can see that Direct Traffic does not perform very well when compared to Site Averages for those metrics. This isn’t something to worry about because returning visitors already know to navigate on the website to find what they are interested in so Pages/Session and Avg. Session Duration can be less than other traffic sources.

Finally, in this section we will review the long-term trends for Direct Traffic. Over the past months, the line does not graph up and to the right, it follows a rather random trend that indicates that there is no strategy to nurture systematically this type of traffic. When we compare it to other segments of traffic on the site we can tell that they all follow the same pattern.

Image 32 Types of traffic trends

Segmenting Direct Traffic
 Understanding visitors who come directly to our site can be extremely productive when trying to improve it. Direct traffic represents the most loyal visitors and it is extremely interesting to know what content they consume and why they return to the site.
 As we can see from the report below direct traffic gravitate toward the home page, team and vision pages. 


Image 33 Visited content of direct traffic
3.15	Rich Experience Analysis
In this section we will do one of the toughest analyses, Rich media analysis. This type of analyses is about understanding rich-media website experiences built with Ajax, Flash or embedded pieces of rich content such as videos. Analytics tools collect data about interaction with the website by recording page views. This makes it a little bit challenging to record interaction with rich media because interactions such as hitting the play button on a video don’t generate page views. 

To track such interactions in CMC’s website we will use event tracking methods. Events are user interactions with content that can be tracked independently from a web page or a screen load. Downloads, clicks, gadgets, Flash elements, AJAX embedded elements, and video plays are all examples of actions we can track as Events. In order to be able to see event data in our Google Analytics Reports we need to add Event tracking code to our site, this is JavaScript code that sends Analytics the details of each Event that is triggered. In this application we will use Google Tag Manager to manage tags (such as tracking and marketing JavaScript tags) on the site. With Google Tag Manager we can add and update Google Analytics tags very quickly. Google Tag Manager is particularly very handy for our case because the researchers are not the owners of the website. Without Google Tag Manager we would have to contact the development team of CMC every time we wanted to install, update or troubleshoot our Google Analytics Tags. With Google Tag Manager we only had to contact them once to install for us only a single tag, the Google tag Manager Tag. In this way we were able to configure and publish tags and how they fire from within the Tag Manager user interface. 

Google Tag Manager uses these concepts to handle how tracking codes are configured and fired:

    Tag: A tag a piece of JavaScript code that sends data to a analytics tool like Google Analytics.
    Trigger: A trigger is a set of conditions that fires the defined tags when an event that matches these conditions takes place. Such conditions are clicks, scrolls, form submissions etc    
 Variable: A variable is a named placeholder for a value that the tag will send to Google Analytics to be shown in reports. Such values can be the name of the page, the title of a video an amount of money etc
    Data layer: Tag manager implements a data layer to temporarily hold values in the client so that they can be used by tags, triggers, and variables.

Here are how these concepts work together in our application:

Tags are pieces of code that runs on the webpage. We deployed tags to send tracking information from the site to our analytics tool. The type of tags we used was Google Analytics tag 

Instead of adding each tag directly to the source code we used Tag Manager to control all of our tags from a user interface.

Tags execute, or fire, in response to events. The events we were interested in tracking were, button clicks, page submissions, video plays, clicks on links and page views. In Tag Manager, we defined triggers to listen for those events and specified which tags should fire.

In Google Analytics we defined goals. These event goals identified specific events as conversions. For each goal we set conditions and a conversion is counted if the conditions we set were true when an Event was triggered.





-GA Pageview all pages:
This tag is the Google Analytics tag that holds GA tracking code. This tag should send data to Google Analytics every time a user loads a page, for this reason we set an All Pages firing trigger.
-GA Event Comments Submission:
This is a tag with a track type set to Event. CMC’s website has forms implemented for users to fill in in order to submit comments. This tag is fired every time a user submits a form. All forms in the website are for comment submission so there was no need to set further conditions in the trigger. In the figure below, you can see the trigger configuration. This tag with its corresponding trigger sends data about user engagement to Google Analytics, this way in Google Analytics we can report such data in terms of comments submission.

Image 35 Comments Submission Event Trigger

-GA Event Go to Springer
As we have stated earlier in this study one of the goals of CMC’s website is to promote the scientific work of the members, such as publications and books. In the website there is a subpage dedicated to publication where visitors can visit Springer by clicking on buttons to download books and other publications. 
With this tag we are able to track button clicks and report interest for publications. Here you can see the trigger configuration.





Another objective of the website is to raise awareness about memristors. Creating and publishing video content on this subject contributes to this objective. To track events of videos start and completion of lectures on the website we used this tag. Below you can see the configuration of the corresponding trigger

Image 37 Video view event trigger

-GA Event Interest for Conferences
Lastly, another goal of the website is to promote events, conferences, workshops and meetings and drive traffic to lead pages and registration pages. This happens when users click on external links that lead to such pages. To track clicks on these links we created this tag that fires when a user clicks on a link targeting an external website. All links on the site lead to pages about events, conferences etc. so there was no need to specify more conditions for the trigger apart from the condition that the link is targeting a page out of the cmc domain, below you can see the configuration.






Google Analytics gives us a very powerful functionality Benchmarking. Benchmarking allows us to compare our performance to other businesses and organizations in the same industry who share their data. This provides valuable data that help us set meaningful targets and find out how well our website performs compared to other websites with similar visibility in the same industry. In the figure below, you can see the benchmark of websites in the category off 0-99 daily sessions in the computer science industry.
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A cohort is a group of users who share a common characteristic. Ιn our analysis we used the Acquisition Date to group users in cohorts. The Cohort Analysis report lets us isolate users that visited on the same day and analyze their behavior over the next days. In the figure below 

Image 40 Cohort analysis
This report is useful to identify the impact of improvements in our content or an upgrade to the speed of the website, or the impact ofstale content, or something that is causing fewer and fewer users to continue with the experience.

3.18	Session Configuration
We lengthen the session time because the website has a lot of content and we expect users to take a long time engaging with that content. 
3.19	Filters









































For this Analysis we used a piece of software that is available online to grade our website on the strength of a range of important factors such as on-page SEO optimization, off-page backlinks, social, performance, security and more.
4.1	SEO results
“The page has some level of optimization but could be improved further. SEO optimization is important to ensure we can maximize ranking potential and drive traffic to the website from search engines. Although the page has a title tag of optimal length it appears to be missing a meta description tag. A meta description is important for search engines to understand the content of the page, and is often shown as the description text blurb in search results.
The page is making good use of header tags. HTML header tags are an important way of signaling to search engines the important content topics of the page, and subsequently the keywords it should rank for.

The page's main keywords are distributed well across the important HTML tags. The page content should be focused around particular keywords you would like to rank for. Ideally these keywords should also be distributed across tags such as the title, meta and header tags
The page has a low volume of text content which search engines can interpret as 'thin content'. It has been well researched that higher text content volumes are related to better ranking ability in general.

There are images on your page that are missing ALT attributes. We found 7 images on the page and 4 of them are missing the attribute.

There is a reasonably weak level of backlink activity to this page. search engines use backlinks as a strong indicator of a page's authority, relevance and ranking potential. There are various strategies available to gain links to a page to improve this factor.

We found 19 total links. 5% of the links are external links and are sending authority to other sites. 0% of your links are no follow links, meaning authority is not being passed to those destination pages. We have not detected any broken links on the page.

Although the website appears to have a robots.txt file it does not have an XML sitemap. A sitemap includes a list of the pages that are available for crawling, as well as other useful information for search engines such as last update times and priority of pages. Sitemaps are recommended to ensure that search engines can intelligently crawl all of the pages.

We also checked how the website the website’s page renders on different devices. It is important that the page is optimized for mobile and tablet experiences as today the majority of web traffic comes from these sources.”

Image 41 Rendering on different devices
“The page specifies a viewport matching the device's size, allowing it to render appropriately
across devices. The text on the page appears to be legible across devices. The links and buttons on the page appear to be appropriately sized for a user to easily tap on a touchscreen. No Flash content and no iFrames has been identified on the page.”

4.2	Performance Results
“The page's performance has various issues that may be adversely affecting users. Performance is important to ensure a good user experience, and reduced bounce rates (which can also indirectly affect search engine rankings). We recommend addressing the highlighted factors below.
The page's server response time is slow. We recommend optimizing this to improve user experience. There are a variety of technical factors such as the web server engine and routing rules that can affect server responsiveness.”

Image 42 Performance Results
The page's file size is quite large which, regardless of other optimizations, can reduce load speed and impact user experience. A general rule is to keep your page under 5MB in total file size.

Image 43 Page size
“The website is using GZIP compression.
The page appears to include images which are poorly optimized. Properly formatting and
compressing images can have a significant impact on page load performance.
Some the JavaScript or CSS files do not appear to be minified.
The page does not appear to be W3C compliant. W3C compliance ensures the use of modern standards and improves the likelihood of your page rendering appropriately in future browser versions.
Deprecated HTML tags have been found within the page. These tags are no longer officially
supported in modern web browsers, and hence are recommended to be removed as they could cause display issues.
The page appears to be using inline styles. Inline styles are an older coding practice and
discouraged in favor of using CSS style sheets, due to their ability to degrade page load





“The only social media platform that is connected to the website is Facebook.  We recommend that all of CMC profiles should be listed on the page for visibility”

4.4	Security Results
“We haven't identified obvious security problems on the website. Security is important to ensure the website protects user data, doesn't become compromised or experience downtime or data loss. We recommend ongoing patching and the continuous use of protective monitoring tools. 
The website has SSL enabled, it successfully redirects to a HTTPS (SSL secure) version and has been flagged as safe by popular malware scanners





























































Throughout this study we identified to main problematic areas of CMC’s visibility, Search Engine Optimization and Lack of Social media activity. In this section we give a summary of recommendations to help CMC stakeholders take some action.

5.1	SEO recommendations
To increase visibility through Search Engines CMC
	Increase the Amount of Content: The website has a low volume of text content which search engines can interpret as 'thin content’. It has been well researched that higher text content volumes are related to better ranking ability. A way to add content on the web site is by blogging. We highly recommend CMC to encourage its members to become content creators and, write individually or by collaborating, articles related to the activities of the center as long as domain specific posts.
	Increase Backlinks: There is a reasonably weak level of backlink activity to this page. Only few domains refer to CMC (in general. latinlib.com,	namenfinden.de, tu-dresden.de). Search engines use backlinks as a strong indicator of a page's authority, relevance and ranking potential. 
	Distribute your content with your link to affiliate websites of universities, academic seminars, national scientific workshops, press conferences, annual internal meetings, and conferences and personal webpages of the members. This will increase CMC’s authority for the search engines.
	Include a meta description tag, search engines use this tag to display a description of the website content in the results when the search term exists in the description tag, So including this tag is crucial for SEO
	Reduce your total page file size. Page speed is a ranking factor in search engines and reducing total page file size will increase page speed and may improve the ranking position. For the same season CMC should optimize images to reduce their file size.
	Improve server response time for the same reason.
	Minify CSS and JS Files. By removing unnecessary code from the website will reduce the time it takes a browser to process it. This is well “appreciated” by search engines.
	Implement a XML sitemaps file. A XML Sitemap file gives search engine information about the URLs that make up a website and helps them crawl it





	Begin incorporating social media into your daily endeavors. The first step is to create accounts on social media that you have no presence like Twitter, Linkedin, CiteUlike.
	At the beginning you can start getting familiar with the communities that exist in these platforms. Start following accounts Learn what content they like and who are the main influencers. Also follow people you would like to collaborate with in the future
	 Reposting content from other accounts that have authority on the domain can help you publish when you haven’t created any content. If CMC shares content from other universities and research centers, they might do the same, which exposes CMC to more people.
	Encourage CMC members to add CMC in their profiles and share CMC’s posts.
	Start creating content about memristor research, the area of CMC’s expertise. Content that gives value to your followers will raise your profiles. Some idea for content is:
o	News and updates: scientific news, cmc members’ latest research activities and achievements.
o	Information about events: announce meetings, conferences
o	 Share pictures of events
o	Offer small historical tidbits about how CMC got started
o	The format of the content is also critical. Images and short videos can improve the engagement.
	Be consistent. Publish regular authentic and useful posts to keep your followers engaged. Posting new content several times a week should be a as baseline commitment.
	Tag CMC members and others. Anytime you can tag others, and especially thought leaders, you should. It increases exposure. So, when you’re talking about a member, or if you just teamed up with a university, include them in your post.
	Engage with the communities, joining conversations, comment 
	Connecting different social media accounts and create a network. Produce content and sharing it across all your platforms. For example, a blog post written about an event should be shared on Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn
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	Consider of filming lectures or organizing TED Talks
	Take advantage of the diverse strengths of the platforms is vital, as they should be used to provide different target groups and stakeholders with specific content they require and are interested in. The objective should be to create a cross media communication-mix in order to increase the reach of content, foster the interaction between different stakeholders and positively affect the reputation of the center. [19]
	Participate in social recommending, rating, and reviewing platforms to comment or even contribute
	Join CiteULike and create bibliographies about memristors so that other researchers interested in this particular topic can “copy” records from your lists to theirs.
	Take advantages of Twitter affordances:
o	Harness the power of the #memristor hashtag on Twitter by adding it your posts.  You should also consider creating a specific hashtag like #chuamemristorcenter that could help you create a community.
o	Ideally use Twitter to share happenings of a conference or event
o	Twitter can also be used to announce just-published articles of CMC members in an academic journal and tweetable abstracts can be used to promote papers
	Take advantage of a leader’s popularity
o	A way for CMC to become successful in social media is by promoting the celebrity of an individual. Each community has a community leader. Once the leader earns communities trust, that community becomes a very effective media channel for administering information [14]
o	 A scientific expert like Lion Chua could develop tremendous prominence in social media platforms such as Twitter and become a leading voice for the public.
	Use social media groups
o	Facebook and LinkedIn Groups can provide a place for researchers of different disciplines with similar interests to share their insights and experiences, ask for guidance, and build valuable connections.
o	CMC can create a trusted place for researchers to help and support one another.
o	Scientists will participate in CMC’s groups to further their professional network, build their personal brand, and increase their industry knowledge.
	Invest in Email Marketing
o	Place your signup form: your website’s footer, pages with the most traffic, an “About Us” page, Facebook, Twitter
o	A great time to collect names and emails is at events. If you have a registration table, or any other sort of kiosk, this is a great opportunity to set up an iPad with a signup form
















6	Presentation at IC1401 - Memristors - Devices, Models, Circuits, Systems and Applications (MemoCiS)
On 21/9/2018 we had the pleasure and honor to present our research findings at the 8th MemoCIS Workshop and MC Meeting in Dresden. At this meeting we participated with a presentation with the title “Digital marketing strategy for the Chua Memristor Center” where we offered a short consulting session on how CMC can benefit from digital marketing practices. The presentation included advice about how CMC can increase visibility through search engines, results of our keyword research, content marketing recommendations, content distribution ideas, link building ideas, Social media platforms suggestions, Social media content ideas, KPIs and metrics suggestions and E-mail marketing advise. We also presented a poster with the title "Evaluation of the Chua Memristor Center Website”. In the poster we presented the results of CMC’s website SEO evaluation, results of the website’s usability and performance testing. Both founders and members of Chua Memristor Center attended our presentations gave feedback and expressed their approval of our work, and their intention to implement the presented recommendations.









During this work we conducted a click stream analysis, in which we identified what the most appropriate reports for the CMC case are and how to interpret them in order to take action for improvements. We had to set goals for the website, among which were the promotion of events and conferences, promotion of the scientific work of CMC members, and rising awareness about memristors research and we had to configure Google Analytics to track and report these goals. To measure success of the website we had to come up with suitable metrics among which were visitor loyalty, visitor recency, length and depth of visit, and goal completion rates. 

For the purposes of this study we installed tracking code to CMC’s website to collect data and analyze it with the use of Google Analytics. At the end of our research, we deliver to CMC a configured Google Analytics Account customized to track events of their interest and report goals according to the institutions needs along with our instructions of how to interpret reports.

We also used tools Like Google Search Console and SEOptimer to evaluate CMC website in terms of Search Engine Optimization, Performance and Security. 
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